
Bendigo tunnels link from Dale Holmes 25 3 2021 

Hidden Bendigo - Secret escape tunnel under Bendigo Post Office 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jNpszdKGJcw 

Hey Dale  

Here is a bit of my research so far. I’ve been searching for storm water maps for Bendigo but haven’t 

had much luck. It was a friend who showed me how to find all the pertinent maps in SA. But she has 

since dropped off my radar and I am reluctant to bother her as she was being targeted heavily when 

we were in contact. She didn’t give me any map links for Vic. 

Bendigo Central Post Office:

https://en-au.topographic-map.com/maps/jvu7/Bendigo/ 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jNpszdKGJcw
https://en-au.topographic-map.com/maps/jvu7/Bendigo/


The above map is topographical. The post office with the tunnel is fairly close to dotted lines which 

may indicate an easement/tunnel between Lyttleton and Hargreaves Streets. (Red square is 

approximate location of the post office – the PO with the tunnel in the link at top of page that you 

sent me.) 

 

The dotted lines in the above map are of interest. These dotted lines on maps in SA can sometimes 

indicate underground tunnels. There seem to be a lot of them in the CBD of Bendigo. They also 

appear to go under (?) the major thoroughfares. However, they could also indicate walkways or 

above ground easements, as indicated by Oscars walk between High Street and Bath Lane. Although 

I note that Oscar’s walk is highlighted in blue and is therefore differentiated from the other dotted 

lines on the map. The dotted lines also appear as red in other applications on the topo map site. 

 

This could be considered a bit of a stretch, but to me the streetscape here reminds me of an eye. 



 

Street names can be highly significant as we discussed on the phone. I have highlighted the street 

names which I would consider to be of interest in the Bendigo area: Queen; King; Royal; Lyttleton; 

Bull; and Kennedy (?). 



 

This application shows the dotted lines are different colours.  

 

This is another application/viewing filter on the same site. I’m including it here as there may be 

something that you can see in it that I cannot. 

 



 

Again, a bit of a stretch, but the names Chum Street and particularly Burrower’s Street are of 

interest. 

 

This Golden Square suburb/township caught my eye. There is a significant dotted line running 

through it toward Bendigo (I don’t mean the train line.) I guess it might be an O’Bahn bus route or 

something like that. The Golden Square is significant in Freemasonry and represents the masons 

‘lower’ self. 

https://www.gaia.com/article/symbol-freemasons 

https://www.gaia.com/article/symbol-freemasons


 

 

 



 

On Google Earth I was struck by the apparent triangle in the layout of the town. Plus all the 

references to ‘Gold’. Not unusual for a gold mining town obviously, but I can’t help but wonder if this 

is a nod to the Golden Dawn sect given the township of Golden Square is not far away. 

Given there is a gold mine there would clearly be tunnelling involved in the extraction of the 

element.  

 

This is also left field (!) but I can see an interesting bird like formation in the streetscape which faces 

towards a town called Eaglehawk. This could be a coincidence. But I don’t believe in coincidences. 

My father was forever rabbiting on about how important bird names were in positions of power. Ie: 

Bob HAWK; Andrew PEACOCK; and many other names in the judiciary and police were of great 

fascination for him. He used to get quite fired up about it. So birds are important to either 

Freemasons, or Luciferians/Satanists/Golden Dawn sect. When I saw this bird formation I instantly 

thought of other bird shapes in the street scape, such as the condor/thunderbird above Adelaide 

airport which you included in our first interview. 



 

 

I’ve had other people send me images they have found of birds in the streetscapes around Australia. 

This one of an owl like face in Canberra is also pretty obvious. 



 

 

I’m including this image because it is just so amazing! 

If I manage to find any more info on the storm water tunnels in Bendigo or anything else of interest I 

will let you know.       



 


